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Abstract—A new cross-layer design taking advantage of OFDMA
in ad hoc networks is presented. OFDMA technology is exploited
at the physical layer to improve the data rate through multiuser
diversity and to enhance network throughput by enabling multiple
concurrent transmissions over orthogonal subchannels, each con-
sisting of a group of tones. A new tone-assignment algorithm is
presented that takes advantage of channel fading and is adapted to
the limitation of ad hoc networks and operates alongside the signal-
ing of the resulting medium access control (MAC) protocol called
Concurrent Communication medium Access or CoCo-MAC. The
new MAC addresses the synchronization requirements of OFDMA
and the tone assignment algorithm’s necessities, and also enables
concurrent initiation of data transmissions from multiple nodes to
the same receiver or from a single transmitter to multiple receivers.
We present simulation results on the throughput advantages of our
technique compared to traditional tone assignment algorithms and
MAC protocols based on contention-based avoidance of MAI.

I. INTRODUCTION
Improving wireless ad hoc network’s channel throughput has

been serving as an ultimate goal for many MAC and PHY layer
researchers. Essentially the aim is to enhance throughput by
either (a) enabling Concurrency or (b) adding Diversity or (c)
Adaptive allocation of resources.
To achieve concurrency, previous MAC protocols utilize or-

thogonal multichannel networks, CDMA, MIMO (spatial diver-
sity), network coding and multiple radios to embrace concur-
rency and to make wireless network scale.
Many multichannel FDMA MAC protocols have been pro-

posed in the past [1], [2], where the entire spectrum is divided
into orthogonal channels, and nodes switch between such chan-
nels to enable concurrent data transmissions. Channel switching
delays, restriction on the number of available orthogonal chan-
nels, and inability to deploy dynamic BW allocation are the
drawbacks of these techniques. CDMA-based MAC protocols
enable concurrent transmission of data over wider spectrum by
multiplying transmitted signal with a unique code specified for
that transmission. However, the drawback of this approach is
the need for complex equalization techniques and inability to
transmit more than one packet at a time. Recent results have
demonstrated that the capacity of wireless ad hoc networks can
significantly improve as a result of concurrency and diversity
if nodes are endowed with multiple interfaces/radios in the
presence of multiple non-overlapping channels [3]. However,
it is not realistic to utilize as many radios as the number of
non-overlapping channels that may be available in a network.
Channel assignment and medium access is an even more chal-
lenging problem in such networks [4], [5]. MAC protocols based
on TDMA operate with nodes utilizing the entire spectrum over
different time slots. However, while network-wide time synchro-
nization is required, there is no concurrency of transmissions

around receivers, and the adaptive allocation of time is not
efficient.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)

has been selected for use in multi-user environments (e.g., IEEE
802.16 [6] and DVB [7]) employing OFDM technology due to
its ability to combat the multipath effects of wireless channels,
and to facilitate the concurrency of transmissions. In OFDM sys-
tems, subcarriers or tones are orthogonal carriers of lower-rate
input data streams that result in mitigating multipath effects. In
OFDMA, a group of non-overlapping tones called a subchannel
can be assigned to each user, thus enabling simultaneous data
transmission while intelligent assignment of subchannels based
on wireless channel fading results in multiuser channel diversity.
Previous work focusing on channel assignment for

infrastructure-based networks [8]–[11] have shown that
multiuser channel diversity greatly increases network capacity.
These schemes focus on fast heuristics for centralized
scheduling. Therefore, they are not fitted for use in ad hoc
networks.
The adoption of OFDMA in ad hoc networks has been

explored by a few recent works [12], [13]. These schemes focus
on resource allocation algorithms in terms of power, bit, and tone
in the time domain, and do not provide a random access MAC.
Also multiuser diversity is not achieved in any of these works.
Scheduling in time and frequency for mesh networks where
routers are responsible for channel assignment is discussed in
[14]. The authors of [15] on the other hand try to prototype
multiuser dynamic OFDMA on a realtime WLAN testbed. The
tests focus on wifi platform and do not address ad hoc networks.
In summary, to our knowledge, no previous MAC protocol

for ad hoc networks is designed for OFDMA physical layer
aiming to achieve multiuser channel diversity while exploiting
the offered concurrency. The contribution of this work is the
new cross-layer channel allocation approach for OFDMA ad
hoc networks. Because we have ad hoc networks, and we need
to avoid interference at receivers, we need some form of pre-
assigned non-overlapping subchannels that nodes use to send
data to multiple receivers or receive data from multiple trans-
mitters. Therefore, we group tones into subchannels and assign
to each node multiple non-overlapping subchannels unique to
the subchannels of nodes within its one-hop and two-hop neigh-
borhood to avoid multi-access interference. We have multiuser
diversity when we are managing tones within a subchannel.
We present a tone assignment algorithm that each node uses
for the tones within the assigned subchannels based on fading
to achieve multiuser diversity and fair resource allocation and
eventually increase channel throughput. This work also offers
comprehensive MAC signaling that addresses synchronization
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restrictions of OFDMA and integrates the required physical
layer signaling with MAC layer control messages to achieve an
inclusive cross-layer solution. Section II of this paper presents
an overview of OFDMA networks and the synchronization
restrictions of OFDMA ad hoc networks. The contribution of
this work is presented in section III. Analysis and simulation
results is presented to show the channel throughput advantages
of our technique compared to traditional MAC protocols based
on contention-based avoidance of MAI.

II. OFDMA OVERVIEW
In OFDM, the input data stream is split into a number of

lower-rate substreams and is transmitted using a single carrier
frequency over multiple parallel orthogonal Tones. Basically,
OFDMA is similar to OFDM technology however designed
specifically to be used in a multi-user environment. The idea is to
group multiple tones into a subchannel and each user transmits
data on the assigned subchannel while sending no information
over the rest of the tones. Therefore, all users send data at the
same time on different parts of the spectrum. In addition to
the concurrency attained, an advantage of OFDMA is that each
user can be assigned the best tone from a selection of possible
tones. Hence, each user experiences better channel condition and
takes advantage of fading. This is based on the fact that the
probability of facing a deep fade by all users on a specific tone
is negligible. Thus multiuser channel diversity gain is attained.
Meanwhile, a node can utilize multiple subchannels at the same
time for communication. So the number of utilized subchannels
can change based on the network demands. We will observe, how
this adaptive allocation of bandwidth improves performance.
To be able to adopt the same OFDMA concept to ad hoc

networks in which a multi-transmitter scenario is possible, tone
orthogonality must be maintained at all receivers. In this case,
transmitters should use non-overlapping parts of the bandwidth
to send their data, however, because packets are sent using
the same carrier frequency, the received signal at a receiver
is the addition of all OFDM symbols transmitted over the air.
For the receiver to be able to decode any of the transmissions
successfully, a quasi-synchronous network is required [16], [17],
meaning that all transmitters must start transmitting data at the
same time. In this case, the time offsets among received signal
is limited to the propagation delay and can be incorporated as
part of the channel impulse response. Thus, the offset can be
compensated as part of the channel equalization performed at
the receiver if the added cyclic prefix to each frame is longer
than the channel delay spread plus the relative propagation delay
among users. Given that in practice the cyclic prefix is designed
to be very long, and the propagation delays between nodes
are relatively short in a typical ad hoc wireless network, this
assumption is not restrictive [17].
In this work, we assume that the time for data transmission

is divided into time slots, and we address the required signaling
to create a quasi-synchronous network in Section III-B.

III. CROSS-LAYER SOLUTION FOR OFDMA ADOPTION IN
AD HOC NETWORKS

Tones are grouped into non-overlapping subchannels. In our
design, each node is assigned multiple subchannels that work
together as one channel and are none-overlapping to the sub-
channels assigned to one-hop and two-hop neighbors to avoid
multi access interference. As shown in Figure 1, a common
transmitter (C-Tx) uses the tones within the assigned channel

Fig. 1. Illustration of the subchannel selection protocol

to concurrently transmit data to multiple receivers. Meanwhile
a common receiver (C-Rx) uses the tones within the assigned
channel to concurrently receive data from multiple transmit-
ters. The channel should be non-overlapping to any one hop
neighbor’s channel since if one node acts as a C-Tx and the
other as a C-Rx at the same time, there will be interference
at the C-Rx. The channel should be unique to any two-hop
away neighbor’s channel since if both nodes act as a C-Tx or
both act as a C-Rx, they should use non-overlapping channels.
It will be discussed how our MAC signaling in these cases
ensures quasi-synchronous scenario. There is no need for three
hop away uniqueness since as shown in Figure 1, if there
is a three-hop away node that is currently acting as a C-
Tx, there will be a conflict of timing between the two-hop
away transmitters, therefor with CoCo-MAC, the C-Rx do not
establish a transmission from node i at the same time as the
C-Tx.
In this design we assume that each subchannel includes the

minimum number of tones possible, and as a result, maximum
number of subchannels are available (802.16, up to 96 sub-
channels [18]). Our previous work [19], describes a sequential
technique that assigns multiple subchannels to each link in an
OFDMA network based on the number of interfering links.
We assume that we use this subchannel assignment protocol,
however, we assign subchannels to nodes instead of links. To
create the conflict graph, each node is represented by K vertices
when K is the number of direct neighbors communicating with
this node. Therefore, the more the traffic demands of the node,
the more subchannels are assigned to this node, and the more
interfering neighbors, the less subchannels are assigned to each
node. Then we propose a new Tone Assignment technique (TAS)
within each channel.

A. Tone Assignment Algorithm (TAS)
The key feature of our solution is to exploit fading in such a

way that multiuser diversity is achieved. To reduce complexity,
we assume that transmission power is selected equally for all
tones. Also a common transmitter or a common receiver is
aware of the rate requirement for neighbors. Assume that a
transmission is about to be set between node i and node j.
Assuming slow fading, if node i is responsible for choosing the
best tones for transmission to node j, channel state information,
Hi,j and power of interference on all tones should be known at i.
However, only j can estimate channel after receiving pilot signals
from i, and transfer that information back to i. Meanwhile node
i should be aware of the sensitivity parameters of node j’s radio
to calculate number of bits decodable at j on all tones. While
this method is correct, it entails transfer of many informational
bits back to the transmitter as well as computational complexity.
Instead we propose to have j calculate the number of decodable
bits based on its own radio sensitivity parameter, after estimating
SINRi,j(k) on tone k by receiving node i’s pilot signals. With
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SINRi,j(k) known at node j, it can calculate how many bits can
be received on each tone based on the minimum SINR required
for a modulation (QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, 256QAM) to be
decodable at the receiver. This maximum attainable rate is called
M i,j(k). Now if node i is a common transmitter, it only would
need to be aware of the value of M i,j(k) to be able to take
advantage of diversity using our algorithm, and if node j is a
common receiver, it has to calculate M for all of the transmitters
and run our algorithm to assign tones. The MAC signaling stage
will explain how this information is transfered between receivers
and transmitters. In this section we explain how M i,j(k) is used
to assign tones among multiple neighbors.
TAS runs through tones and for each tone, k, finds the

neighbor with the maximum value of M (maximum number of
bits decodable at the receiver) and allocates that tone to that
neighbor:

choose neighbor n = arg max
n"K

(M i,n(k))

when K is the number of neighbors that this node is using for
communication. A table is created for each neighbor with the
sum of number of bits on all of the assigned tones for each
modulation. Note that all modulations with bit rate smaller that
the maximum decodable rate could be used on a tone. Therefore,
for a neighbor, multiple sets of accumulated attainable rates are
calculated. Since we assume that all tones assigned to a neighbor
should carry the same number of bits (same modulation), the
accumulated rate is different for each modulation. During the
run, if any of the rates for any of the modulation meets the
rate requirements for a neighbor, TAS selects that modulation
for that neighbor, eliminates the neighbor from the rest of the
assignment, and move on to the next tone. If all nodes, reach the
required rate and still some tones are left, the algorithm will start
over and distributes those tones among neighbors and selects the
best modulation (highest attainable rate) for each neighbor.

B. CoCo-MAC
CoCo-MAC is responsible for (a) allowing the estimation

of the channel at receivers by transmission of pilot signals
from transmitters to receivers prior to data transmission; (b)
exchanging information regarding number of bits that can be
received at neighbors on each tone in the common transmitter
scenario; (c) exchanging the information regarding the allocated
tones from a common transmitter or a common receiver to the
corresponding neighbors; and (d) performing synchronization to
avoid loss of orthogonality of OFDMA in a multi-transmitter
situation. Time is slotted and a packet is transmitted at the
beginning of each time slot. To do so, a subchannel is dedicated
to the exchange of control messages.
1) Common Transmitter (C-Tx):
1) C-Tx transmits an RTM-S (Request to Multiple Send) over
the control channel. The RTM-S contains clock frequency
reference, subjected receivers’ addresses and time refer-
ence, as well as schedule for transmission of CTR (Clear
to Receive).

2) C-Tx sends pilot data over the subchannels that are as-
signed via the subchannel assignment algorithm.

3) Nodes that successfully receive the RTM-S message, esti-
mate fading channel state for all tones within the allocated
subchannels. Then based on the SINR and the sensitivity
of the receiver, they calculate maximum number of bits
M(k) that could possibly be received on each tone.

4) The receivers transmit a CTR (Clear To Receive) message
following the schedule sent by the C-Tx to avoid interfer-
ence. The CTR message contains a table which indicates
the calculatedM(k) for each tone as well as time reference
information originally sent by the C-Tx.

5) All nodes neighboring the receivers would be aware of the
clock reference time of the C-Tx and can fix their time to
avoid loss of orthogonality in a multi-transmitter scenario.

6) C-Tx runs the tone allocation algorithm and assigns group-
ing of tones to each neighbor.

7) The first OFDM frame is a broadcast frame and contains
the list of the assigned tones for each neighbor.

8) C-Tx starts sending data to multiple nodes using the
allocated tones.

9) The receivers obtain an OFDM frame that contains null
value on some tones. Each node would decode the entire
frame and after its FFT module filters the assigned tones,
it detects its own data.

Figure 2(a) illustrates an example for this scenario when
a C-Tx is attempting to transmit data to nodes a, b, c and
d. After transmission of RTM-S, all neighboring nodes can
adjust their clock frequency and their time reference to the
common transmitter and create a quasi-synchronous scenario
as explained in Section II. The pilot signals sent by the C-
Tx are known signals that occupy most of the tones on the
pre-assigned subchannel to enable estimation of channel at the
receiver side. After MC#Tx,a(k), MC#Tx,b(k), MC#Tx,c(k),
and MC#Tx,d(k) are calculated at a, b, c and d respectively
on all tones, the common transmitter is informed about them
via reception of CTR. Then TAS is run at the C-Tx and the first
broadcasting packet informs the receivers about the allocated
subchannels.
Note that when a, b, c, or d reply to the C-Tx with a CTR

message over the control channel, all of their neighboring nodes
would be able to receive the CTR reply that contains the time
reference information of the common transmitter. Therefore, If
any of the one-hop neighbors of a, b, c, or d is about to start
transmitting data on any of the pre-assigned subchannels, it can
adjust its time to the C-Tx to avoid causing multi-transmission
loss of orthogonality at a, b, c, or d.
2) Common Receiver (C-Rx):
1) A C-Rx transmits an RTM-R (Request to Multiple Re-
ceive) over the control channel. The RTM-R contains clock
frequency reference, subjected receivers’ addresses and
time reference and the assigned subchannels.

2) Nodes that successfully receive the RTM-R message trans-
mit a CTS (Clear to Send) message over the allocated sub-
channel. The CTS message contains pilot data to facilitate
channel estimation at the receiver, as well as time reference
of the C-Rx node.

3) C-Rx performs channel estimation and runs the tone
allocation algorithm and assigns grouping of tones to each
neighbor.

4) C-Rx transmits a STS (Start to Send) message on the
control channel that contains the list of the assigned tones
for each neighbor.

5) Nodes start transmitting data over the assigned tones at
the same time according to the clock and time reference
of the C-Rx, and C-Rx would be able to separate them
based on the assignment.

Figure 2(b) illustrates an example for this scenario when a C-Rx
is attempting to receive data from nodes a, b, c and d. In this
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(a) Illustration of MAC signaling when a common transmitter sends to
multiple receivers

(b) Illustration of MAC signaling when a common receiver receives
from multiple transmitters

Fig. 2. Illustration of MAC signaling

scenario, to facilitate channel estimation, after reception of RTM-
R message, nodes a, b, c and d should send pilots on the assigned
subchannels within the CTS message. Meanwhile when one-hop
neighbors of a, b, c and d receive the information regarding the
time reference of the common receiver, they would be able to
make sure that if they are about to be receiving data on any
subchannel, the timing of the other transmitter is aligned with
the timing used by a, b, c and d. The C-Rx in this case, has
to run TAS, assign tones to the neighbors, and sends an STS
message to inform the neighbors about the assigned tones.

IV. ANALYSIS
As indicated, the spectrum in OFDMA is divided into much

smaller tones and channel vector h = [h1, h2, ..., hN ] includes
hi which represents channel for tone i and N represents the
number of tones in one OFDMA subchannel. hi is randomly
and independently changing since the distance between the two
adjacent tones is chosen to be smaller than channel coherence
bandwidth. Meanwhile these channels are highly diverse on
different transmission paths, thus intelligent channel assignment
could lead to substantial rate improvement [20]. Previous work
on OFDMA networks are mostly focused on infrastructure-based
networks and propose techniques to distribute bit, power and
allocate tones among different users to make the most of what it
has to offer in terms of multi-user diversity and concurrency. To
show how OFDMA based diversity driven channel selection can
improve data rate, let’s assume that 1, 2, ..K transmission links
are sharing one node as the common transmitter or the common
receiver. let hk = [h1

k, h2
k, ..., hN

k ] be the channel vector for link
k. Note that there are a total of K links that share a common
transmitter or receiver (K neighbors for the common node). The
channel assignment can be modeled as:

Hk = hk ! !k

when !k is a N ! 1 vector whose elements !k(i) = 1 if the
i’th channel is assigned to link k and zero if otherwise. Then
!k "!l = 0, for k #= l, and !1$!2...$!K = 1 when $ represents
logical OR, " represents logical AND. Our goal is to investigate
how rate can be improved when !k(i) = 1 and:

|Hi
k|

2 = max(|hi
1|

2, |hi
2|

2, ...|hi
K |2)

Thus channel in our scheme is assigned in such a way that
for each tone (hi), the link that experiences the highest absolute
value for channel will get to use that channel. We will show how
this assignment is carried out fairly without requiring channel
state information at the transmitter side which is a very resource
consuming criteria.
Assuming that all channels have the same statistics, the

cumulative distribution function of |Hi
k|

2 = Hk when |hi
k|

2 = hk

is:
FHk

(x) = prob(Hk % x)

= prob(max(h1,h2, ...,hK) % x)

= prob(h1 and h2 ..., , and hK % x)

=
! x
#$

fh1,h2,...,hK
(y) dy

= Fh1(x) · Fh2(x)... · FhK
(x) = (Fhk

(x))K

The last equation is derived since h1 to hK are identically
and independently distributed. Therefore, the derivative of the
cumulative distribution function (probability distribution func-
tion (pdf)) of Hk is given by

fHk
(x) = K fhk

(x) Fhk
(x)K#1.

We assume in this paper that channel is Rayleigh distributed.
However, our approach can be extended to any time-varying
channel model. The probability distribution function of hk is
exponential and given by

fhk
(x) =

1
!

exp#x/!

for x > 0, when ! = Ehk
(x). And the cumulative distribution

function is given by

Fhk
(x) = 1 & exp#x/!

. Then the pdf of Hk can be derived as:

fHk
(x) =

K
!

exp#x/! (1 & exp#x/!)K#1

The total achievable rate on all tones is given by
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Fig. 4. Network topology

R =

N"
i=1

# $

0

B/N log(1 + x P/n) fHk
(x) dx.

where B is the bandwidth of a subchannel, P is the transmission
power, and n is the noise power. Since we assume equal
transmission power on all tones, rate can be rewritten as

R =
B K

!

# $

0

log(1 + x P/n) exp#x/!(1 & exp#x/!)K#1dx.

If tones were to be assigned in an interleaving fashion, the
distribution function would follow Rayleigh and as a result the
rate is calculated by

R =
B
!

# $

0

log(1 + x P/n) exp#x/!dx.

Figure 3 shows the results of this rate analysis for various
number of neighbors (K) versus SNR (P/n). It can be observed
that with more number of neighbors, more diversity gain can
be attained, although the maximum gain is achieved when K

increases from 4 neighbors to 8 neighbors. It is apparent that at
low SNR, diversity gain is more substantial which means that
this technique is mostly beneficial in low SNR environment,
longer transmission rates, and weaker receivers.

V. SIMULATION
The performance of TAS was evaluated via MATLAB simula-

tions. A sample topology shown in Figure 4 was considered for
these simulations. In this case node a is a common transmitter
and is attempting to send data to nodes n, f , d and e. Meanwhile
the subchannel assignment algorithm had assigned groups of
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subchannels to each node. we give numbers to each group,
and channel 4 is the channel for node a. Each link is modeled
to be facing Rayleigh distributed channel. Meanwhile, random
seeds were selected to simulate the rate under different channel
conditions.
Figure 5 presents the accumulated achievable bit rate at node

a’s receivers for various channel seeds when SNR is equal to
10 and 2k tones are available. To observe the improvement, the
same bit rate is plotted when tones are assigned in an interleaved
fashion to the receivers without considering fading. The average
ratio of improvement for 50 seeds is 1.42. The analysis we did
in sec IV showed that in average when number of receivers is
equal to 4 and SNR = 10, the improvement ratio should be
about 1.45. The difference here clearly is due to the randomness
of the simulations in spite of using many random seeds.
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To be able to verify CoCo-MAC, Qualnet [21] simulations
were carried out when 50 nodes were distributed uniformly in
an area that changed depending on network degree (Ne). Since
Qualnet does not offer bit level simulations, to obtain cross-layer
simulations, we used MATLAB as described in Section III-A,
to find the average achievable bit rate per transmission link, and
used that information to obtain the average throughput. In this
simulations, packets have MTU of 512B long, and we averaged
our experimental values over 10 different random stationary
topology. The signal attenuation is assumed to be based on the
channel model according to an indoor environment by delay
spread of 200ns. For traffic pattern, since we are evaluating the
MAC and phy performances, each node needs to communicate
with K of its randomly selected neighbors. Therefore, for any
source destination pair, a multi-hop route can be found. Figure
8 shows the throughput per node in bit/sec versus K for
CoCo-MAC when TAS algorithm is utilized and a version of
CoCo-MAC that only uses concurrency and adaptive subchannel
allocation (no diversity). Also, the results are compared with
MMAC [2] which is also a multi-channel MAC based on
exchanges of RTS-CTS over a control channel but only utilizes
a single orthogonal channel per transmission (same overall BW
as CoCo-MAC for the sake of comparison). As we discussed
in Section I, our subchannel assignment algorithm adaptively
distributes Schannels within each two-hop neighborhood based
on the traffic requirements. We follow the same technique as
our previous work [19], however, each node is presented by K

verteces in the conflict graph (a node is either transmitting to or
receiving data from K of its direct neighbors). So as number
of communicating neighbors increases, the algorithm assigns
more Schannels to the node. However, with a channel switching
network, only a fixed number of channels can be utilized. This
affects the throughput as K is increasing. In this example, as
K goes up from 0 to 3, throughput is increasing since more
communication is taking place in the network. However, as K

increases, with MMAC, the number of channels is not enough to
support the traffic, and due to contention, throughput declines.
In this simulation number of channels is equal to 5. The less
channels we have, throughput is higher at lower K but declines
faster. But, with CoCo-MAC, number of channels as NS/NS

C

can be adjusted, when NS
C is the average number of Schannels

assigned to each node as a channel, and although contention
is presented, the reduction of throughput is much slower than
a channel switching network. Figure 7 shows the number of
channels that result in best performance for various number of
K and Ne.
When TAS is utilized as described in the previous section,

diversity results in higher throughput. As shown in Figure 6, the
ratio of achievable rate using TAS to an interleaved technique
has a sharp increase and slows down after K = 6 when
SNR = 10. This is because diversity takes advantage of the
difference between multiple channels and this difference will
plateau eventually. As shown in figure 8, CoCo-MAC with
diversity gives a great performance as traffic demands increases
and has higher bit rate at all traffic needs due to diversity.

VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a new cross-layer channel allocation technique

for OFDMA ad hoc networks. Previous cross-layer MAC proto-
cols for ad hoc networks fail to adapt OFDMA at the physical
layer and exploit its advantages in terms of multiuser diversity.
The novelty of this work is a tone-assignment algorithm that
takes advantage of channel fading to improve data rate through
multiuser diversity and a MAC protocol that addresses the syn-
chronization requirements of OFDMA and the tone assignment
algorithm’s necessities while enabling concurrent initiation of
data transmissions. The results from our simulations show the
achieved improvement is due to concurrency, the added diversity
rate, and the adaptive allocation of BW to nodes.
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